The Definitive Reason Why General Dunford CANNOT Restore America
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There is a lot of talk going on, rumors of a "New Republic" being created by General Joseph F. Dunford and Paul Ryan. I have already told everyone the short and dirty story. The United States Military was running desperately low on funds, so they cut a deal with the Rothschild interests (World Bank, IBRD, et alia) who have set up shop in China and who are confusing everyone with their claim to be "Chinese Elders" ----hahahah!

If those fellows are Chinese Elders, I am the ghost of Muhammed Ali.

Dunford reportedly borrowed a billion dollars out of the 357 billion in gold that they owe us anyway, creating a situation whereby we are still paying the General's bills via the Chinese and the Rothschild's and having to pay the middlemen interest for the use of our own assets.

This is what the Rothschild Fakirs are really good at: getting someone to pay them for something that is already his. They are absolute masters at this, and if General Dunford has in fact cut such a deal, he has fallen into the Rothschild's favorite Briar Patch.

I only wish to draw your attention to it as an aside and not to blame General Dunford. He has been placed in a hard position by our own failure to do our job, pursue our debtors, and make use of our own assets without such "help".

Now to the main point about what I call the "Neu Republique"---- the French-sponsored and only so-called "New Republic". This is yet another venal semantic deceit seeking to make innocent Americans assume that the "New Republic" is a restoration of the "Old Republic", when it most certainly is not and cannot be.

It is literally impossible for General Dunford to restore the American Republic for two simple reasons: (1) he is a United States Citizen and (2) he is an officer in the United States Marine Corps. While in these two statuses, he is literally acting as a foreigner under contract to provide defense services to us and our states. He can no more restore the American Republic while acting in the status of a United States Marine than I can go to the bathroom for you.
Look at the words. What do they say? "United States" citizen and "United States" Marine Corps. When you see "United States" you should automatically also think: "not American"----for such is the case. The United States is a completely foreign and independent entity set apart from these united States. The United States is populated by "persons" not "people".

While General Dunford is acting as a person he cannot restore government of, for, and by the people---by definition. The people have to do that for themselves.

The only ones who can restore America to greatness are Americans---- the living people of the fifty sovereign nation states and the indigenous nations. People who are acting as Texans, Virginians, Oregonians, New Yorkers, Seminoles, Cherokees, Hawaiians, New Mexicans can restore the American Republic, and they are doing so.

The best General Dunford can do is organize another governmental services corporation and try to find a name for it that people will accept like the "New Republic" so that we will go along like good little sheep, fall back asleep, and believe that now we are magically living in a "republic".

That's another thing the bankers are good at---re-branding. They take the same crappy product or worse, label it something different, and presto-change-O, put it on the market as the brand new whiz-bang wonder government. One can hardly blame them for trying. If we are stupid enough to think that a "democracy" is the same as a "republic", why would we question the difference between an "American Republic" and a "New Republic"?

They have also done a lot of reverse branding with the "IRS" and the "FBI" and "DHS" and "FEMA" and "BATF" and "BLM" and hosts of other government agencies. Anonymous holding companies pick up such "brand names" in corporate mergers and bankruptcies, put new management in place, and suddenly that familiar brand and service we know --- like "Kentucky Fried Chicken" is something that tastes quite different and we are left scratching our poor little heads.

It is a much more dangerous game with much more severe potential consequences when it is your local police departments and media outlets being bought up and placed under new management by unknown foreign entities.

The only ones who can restore America and run the American government ----- are Americans. And that means Americans who are operating in their birthright standing as American State Nationals and American Tribal Nations.

As much as we love our troops, our sons and our daughters wherever they may serve, the fact is that for the time that they serve, they are serving under the dominion of a foreign government --- the United States --- which is separate from us and self-interested and corporate by nature.
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